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Report: Allies fear US
reluctance on the

Middle East

Washington: From Saudi Arabia to Israel,
traditional US allies in the Middle East are
beginning to ask: Is America turning its
back on us? President Barack Obama’s dip-
lomatic overtures to old foe Iran and his
last-minute refusal to attack Syria have offi-
cials in Israel, the Gulf countries and Turkey
wondering if Washington is deliberately
neglecting them to avoid being dragged into
a Middle East facing deeper sectarian strife
and concerns that Tehran may be seeking a
nuclear bomb.
Media reports that the US National Security
Agency may have spied on the leaders of
Germany, Mexico and Brazil have upset
those longtime allies too, adding to the
impression in some quarters that Obama has
his foreign priorities back-
ward...Continued..Page2 
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US Muslim Child Branded 'Terrorist'

New York – Praying to God to find his
missed boarding card, a 10-year-old
Muslim boy was branded a 'terrorist'
and kicked-off a bus in New York after
reciting short-prayer.
“I start in the name of God, the Most
Merciful, the Most Beneficent,” the
Muslim child said, according to a law-
suit filed by his family against the Met-
ropolitan Transportation Authority
(MTA), New York post reported.
The Brooklyn boy was abused while
boarding the B-39 bus on his way home
after school in October 2012. Looking
for his missing metro card, the boy, who
was not named, recited a short prayer
'Bismillah ir-Rahman ir-Rahim', stand-
ing for “in the name of Allah, the Most
Merciful, the Most Beneficent”.
Although the boy could successfully
find his metro card, the bus driver
insisted on tossing him off after shout-
ing 'terrorist'.
“The driver said ‘Get off! And used the
T-word,” Hyder Naqvi, lawyer for the
boy and his family, told the Daily News,
referring to the word 'terrorist'.
"(The child) said it as he was trying to
find his card so he could get home. “He
was only 10 years old when this hap-
pened, but he was old enough to know
what discrimination is, and unfortu-
nately, now he knows what it feels
like,” Naqvi added.
When the boy arrived home, “he told
his parents what happened, and they
were obviously upset by it,” Naqvi was
quoted by New York Post. Shocked by
the incident, the boy shunned public
transportation for months, until he
decided to speak up recently.
The boy's family complained that they
couldn't get any information about the
investigation results, the lawyer said.
They cooperated with MTA during
probe, after providing pictures of vari-
ous drivers the boy could identify the
criminal, Navi said according to New
York Daily News.

Discrimination

Commenting on the incident, a leading
Islamic advocacy group has praised the
lawsuit which underlines discrimination
against Muslims. “It’s very disappoint-
ing to see how young children have
become the targets of discrimination
because of their religion," Sadyia Kha-
lique, the Director of Operations at New

York chapter of the
Council on Ameri-
can-Islamic Relations
(CAIR-NY), said in a
statement released on
Wednesday, October
30. "CAIR-NY
applauds the filing of
the lawsuit and we
hope the MTA can
take disciplinary
action against the
employee.
"We urge the MTA to
provide diversity
trainings to its

employees to reflect cultural and relig-
ious competency in their attitudes, poli-
cies and services to ensure that no New
Yorker becomes a victim of hate speech
by MTA officials.” Since the 9/11
attacks on the United States, many Mus-
lims have complained of facing discrim-
ination and stereotypes in the society
because of their Islamic attires or identi-
ties. An earlier Gallup poll found that
the majority of Americans Muslims are
loyal to their country and optimistic
about their future in the United States.

Culture
Connects
Latinos

With Islam
Sharing cultural roots between Spain
and Arabs, an increasing number of Lat-
inos are reverting to Islam because of its
support for a healthier lifestyle and
closer family connections.
“Islam does not make you lose your cul-
ture,” Chris Cruz, who was born and
raised Roman Catholic but converted to
Islam, told Tucson Sentinel.
“There’s a lot more to life than what we
used to do. I grew up partying.”
Latino Muslim Ambassadors
US Latino Muslims Bridge Cultures
Latino Muslim Converts Find Roots
Same as Cruz, Sobida Espinoza said she
was raised catholic and reverted to
Islam to find truth.
“If you’re Hispanic it’s almost as if you
are forced to be Catholic,” Espinoza, a
member of the Islamic Community
Center of Tucson, said.
“People are converting to Islam because
they find the reality that isn’t defined in
other religions.”
Cruz and Espinoza aren’t alone.
Ahmad Shqeirat, the center’s imam,
confirmed that over the past years, most
of the converts at his mosque have
come from the Latino community.
“It seems they are digging for their heri-
tage,” he said.
Finding similarities between Islam and

their culture was one of main reasons
driving many Latinos to Islam.
For example, Spanish is filled with Ara-
bic vocabulary, Shqeirat noted.
Cruz said both Islam and Catholicism
promote having large families, but he
said his new religion offers more guid-
ance on the family structure.
That led his mother-in-law, who is also
Hispanic, to convert, he said.
“She noticed a big change in how we
conducted ourselves and how our rela-
tionship had really grown,” Cruz said.
“We don’t drink and we don’t have the
big parties.”

Better Lifestyle

Aspiring for a better life with no drugs
or alcohol, Hispanics were reverting to
Islam because they aren’t happy with
their lifestyles.
“They are looking to fulfill a void that
nothing else can fulfill,” Nahela
Morales, national Hispanic outreach
coordinator for WhyIslam, an online
resource about Islam and Muslims, said.
Morales said she believes many Hispan-
ics don’t feel accepted in the United
States because of illegal immigration
and other issues.
Finding Islam, they become a part of a
larger minority who share same values
and ethics.
“It’s still something very appealing,”
she said.
“They find that family that they lack.”
With increasing problems of drugs in
the Latino community, new mosques
were being opened in Hermosillo,
Sonora and Mexico.
“It’s getting kind of weak, the family
structure,” Imam Didmar Faja of the
Albanian American Islamic Center of
Arizona in Peoria said.
“They are looking for other options to
keep these rooted traditions with them.”
Abandoned by her family after reverting
to Islam, Espinoza, who is single, said
Islam became her new family and
changed her life for the better. “I some-
times feel sad, but that also makes me
stronger in the religion,” she said.
Though there are no official figures, the
United States is believed to be home to
nearly seven million Muslims.
According to the Pew Research Center,
6 percent of American Muslims are His-
panic.

Further, one of 10 American-born con-
verts is Hispanic, and that figure is
growing.
The American Muslim Council puts the
number of Latino Muslims in the US at
about 200,000 in 2006.
The largest communities of Latino Mus-
lims exist in areas with the highest con-
centrations of Latinos, such as New
York City, Chicago, Los Angeles and
Miami.
Yet, California is the state with the most
Latino Muslims.
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But it is in the Middle East where
Obama’s policy is under harsher scru-
tiny, especially from Saudi Arabia,
which fears a warming of relations
between the United States and
Riyadh’s regional rival Iran.
A senior Saudi prince warned last
week that the kingdom could “shift
away” from the United States, sug-
gesting a major strategic change after
decades of close military and eco-
nomic cooperation.

Ads not by this Site

Israeli officials say they worry Obama
will not take a hard enough line in
negotiations with Iran over its nuclear
ambitions and might balk at a military
attack on Iran just as he backed off
from attacking Syrian President
Bashar Al Assad in September. “The
United States did a lot of damage to
their image by failing to attack Syria,”
said an Israeli diplomat in Occupied
Jerusalem.
Allies’ concerns about US distaste for
deep involvement in the Middle East
are heightened by opinion polls show-
ing Americans strongly opposed to
intervention in the Syrian civil war. A
Reuters/Ipsos survey from October 11
showed only 13 per cent of Ameri-
cans backed US intervention in Syria.
The White House denies insinuations
from both friends and foes in the Mid-
dle East that it does not have the
stomach to use force in the region and

points to the over-
throw of Libyan
leader Muammar
Gaddafi in 2011.
Wariness
US officials also cau-
tion against underesti-
mating Obama’s will-
ingness to use a mili-
tary option against
Iran to prevent it from
getting a nuclear
weapon. “It’s not as if
this is a president who
has proven to be
unwilling to act when
he believed it was in
our interest, but he’s
not going to act when
he doesn’t think it’s in
our interest,” said Ben
Rhodes, Obama’s
deputy national security adviser. He
said the United States would not
begin to lift sanctions against Iran
until Tehran shows real progress in
nuclear talks.
Washington and its allies believe Iran
is developing the ability to make a
nuclear weapon, but Tehran says the
programme is for generating power
and medical devices. But Obama will
resist pressure from Saudi Arabia to
become more active in Syria where
the rebels opposing Al Assad are
coming increasingly under the sway
of Islamist militants, some of whom
are linked to Al Qaida.

Obama is extremely wary of open-
ended US military involvement in the
Middle East. His caution is shaped in
part by Iraq, Rhodes said. “I think the
Iraq war does bear on our thinking,”
Rhodes told the Reuters Washington
Summit. He said Iraq’s slide into sec-
tarian and political chaos “proved the
limitations of our influence”. “We had
an occupying army of 150,000 people
in the country and we weren’t able to
dictate events in that country over the
following several years. So it’s not as
if that was an advertisement for the
ability of military power to dictate
outcomes in the Middle East,” he

said.
Obama’s wariness is matched by con-
gressional opposition as well as a
war-weariness that most polls show
has permeated the American public.
“The president is accurately reflecting
a kind of fatigue with the Middle
East,” said Elliott Abrams, a foreign
policy aide under Obama’s Republi-
can predecessor, George W. Bush, and
a frequent critic of the Democratic
president. Obama, he said, had
embraced the view that “it’s a mess
out there” and that it is best to limit
military action largely to drone strikes
in places like Pakistan, Yemen and
Somalia.
Saudi Arabia is still smarting over
what it says were promises by the
United States that it would strike Al
Assad — a close ally of Iran — for
using chemical weapons against civil-
ians. “What we are doing seriously is
to scare the Americans to make them
wake up. They can’t make promises
to us and then not implement those
promises. It’s going to cost them,”
said a Saudi analyst close to the think-
ing of the kingdom’s rulers.
Obama cut long-standing ally Egyp-
tian President Hosni Mubarak adrift
during huge street protests in 2011,
raising red flags with both Israel and
Saudi Arabia. Apart from trying to
smooth over relations with Saudi Ara-
bia and Israel, the White House is
struggling to head off complaints
from Europe and Latin America that

the NSA monitored leaders’ commu-
nications. Those complaints stem
from media reports based on classi-
fied documents leaked by former
NSA contractor Edward Snowden. “It
is a challenging situation,” Rhodes
said. “Country by country, we’re just
going to have to address diplomati-
cally what the concerns are that
arise.”
Despite the anger of individual lead-
ers like German Chancellor Angela
Merkel who suspects her cell phone
was bugged, governments recognise
that even some allies spy on each
other. So the diplomatic fallout from
the surveillance scandals is unlikely
to last long. “At the moment, there is
not real damage done to relations,”
said a senior EU diplomat, citing
common interests with the United
States in trade talks, Afghanistan and
the Middle East. More worrying is
Obama’s handling of the Middle
East, as well as distraction at home
from constant budget battles with
Republicans, the diplomat said.
“US foreign policy is in serious prob-
lems, not only because of the NSA.
That Obama could not go to Asia
because of domestic problems left a
disastrous impression in some Asean
countries where China is increasing
its influence,” he said, referring to
Obama’s cancellation of a trip to
Southeast Asia this month because of
the US fiscal crisis. Germany will
send its top intelligence chiefs to
Washington this week to seek
answers from the White House on the
Merkel phone-tapping reports.

Allies fear US reluctance on the Middle East..From P1
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Yemeni President Hadi addresses nation over Oct. revolution, Eid al-Adha 
SANA’A, Oct. 13 (Saba)-Yemeni
YemeniPresident Abdo Rabbo
Mansour Hadi delivered on Sun-
day a speech on the occasion of the
50th anniversary of the 14 October
revolution and the Eid al-Adha.
President Hadi said that the
Yemeni unity can keep spark of the
twin revolutions of September
1962 and October 1963 which
erupted against two regimes
rejected by the Yemeni people. 
“If the Yemeni revolution has
resulted in elimination of tyranny,
oppression and colonialism and
achieved one of the most important
goals of the revolution via the uni-
fication of Yemen, which has been
for long decades a dream,” Hadi
addressed the nation. 
“This unification established the
path towards pluralism and democ-
racy, therefore, the demands for
change came to restore awareness
of the nation on the principles of
the national values objectives,” he
added. 
The President went on to say that
full compliance with the GCC-
brokered initiative was the only
path to honoring aspirations of
Yemeni people. 
"Completing the implementation
of the Gulf initiative is the only
path to honoring hopes and aspira-
tions of the Yemeni people," Hadi
said. He underlined he would now
allow obstruction of the march of
change and reform, or the comple-
tion of the GCC initiative and its
executive mechanism. 
He accused those who tried to
obstruct change of having "bad
intention towards the country and
want to drag the country to civil
war." “The most important lessons
that we can draw from the Yemeni
revolution are any regime based on
a tribe or a region or any foreign
occupation cannot be continued”.
Hadi also said in his speech that
“we will not allow anything to halt
the progress of change and
reforms”. “Who is working on hin-
dering the GCC initiative he holds
bad intentions towards the nation
and he wants to go back to the first
square”. 
He pointed out that the history will
not forgive all those who influence
their personal, partisan, tribal or
family interests against the major
interests of the country. 
“We are determined to bring the
country to safety, stability and
development, and certainly we
realize that is not easy before the
future tasks which come in the
forefront of implementation of the
outcomes of the national dialogue
conference on the ground and
drafting of a new constitution
based on these outputs.. we have
no option but to shape the prosper-
ous future of Yemen,” he added. 
“We look forward on everyone,
especially all political parties, to
cooperate in order to reach to the
outcomes of the NDC which will
reflect the national conscience and
reaffirm the political commitment
on the country’s supreme inter-
ests,” Hadi noted in his speech.

Unipec buys
1.8 million
barrels of
Yemen's
December
crude
SANA'A, Oct. 07 (Saba) - The
Supreme Committee on Crude Oil
Marketing approved on Monday
selling 1.8 million barrels of
Masila crude oil to Unipec Petro-
leum Company.

Chaired by Prime Minister and the
Committee's head Mohammed
Salem Basindwa, the committee
sold the whole quantity of Masila
crude oil for loading in December
2013 for a premium of $1.17 a bar-
rel to dated Brent to Unipec Com-
pany, which has placed the best
bid.

During its meeting, the committee
endorsed the crude oil sales of
December 2013, with estimated
quantity reaches 3.4 million bar-
rels.

It approved selling the Marib's
total quantity for the same month
amounting to 1.6 million barrels to
Aden Refinery Company at the
dated Brent price (without any dis-
count or rise).

1
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UAE gives $4.9b for Egypt development
Dubai: The UAE and Egypt on Saturday signed an agreement to support the Egyp-
tian development programme under which the UAE will give Egypt a $4.9 billion
(Dh17.9 billion), to help it implement a number of projects, develop service sectors,
and improve the living conditions and human development of the Egyptian people.
The signing ceremony was attended by General Shaikh Mohammad Bin Zayed Al
Nahyan, Abu Dhabi Crown Prince and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE
Armed Forces, and Egypt’s Interim Prime Minister Hazeem Al Beblawi, attended the
signing ceremony at the Emirate Palace. The agreement was signed by Dr Sultan
Ahmad Al Jaber, Minister of State, and Dr Ziad Ahmad Baha Al Deen, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of International Cooperation. The $4.9 billion package includes
a grant of $1 billion which was transferred to Egypt in July, and also the allocation of
more than $1 billion to provide Egypt with its fuel needs, so as to ensure the normal
functioning of economy, industry, trade and transport. The remaining amount will be
allocated to implement a host of development projects covering various vital sectors.
The package underlines the UAE’s commitment towards Egypt and its people at this
significant stage and helps it overcome the current challenges and ensure stability and
security. The UAE aims through this package to support Egypt in its path towards
development and enable it to play its leading role at Arab and international level. The
UAE initiative aims to boost the Egyptian economy and enhance social stability
through the implementation of development-related projects in the sectors of energy,
healthcare, education, food, transport and housing.

From Washington, Maliki pleads for
‘third world war’ against Qaeda

WASHINGTON - Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki Thursday pleaded for a major
international effort to combat Al-Qaeda and terror networks, likening the fight to a
third world war. In Washington for a series of meetings hoping to drum up more sup-
port for Iraq, Maliki said that with US help his country had defeated Al-Qaeda.
But now with the vacuum created by the toppling of long-standing regimes during the
Arab Spring, "the terrorists found a second chance."
His visit to the US comes as Iraq witnesses its worst violence since 2008, a surge in
bloodshed that has killed more than 5,400 people this year despite several operations
and tightened security measures. "We want an international war against terrorism,"
Maliki said in a speech to the United States Institute of Peace, calling Al-Qaeda and
its ilk "a virus" which was trying to spread "a dirty wind" around the region.
"If we have had two world wars, we want a third world war against those who are
killing people, killing populations, who are calling for bloodshed, for ignorance and
do not want logic to govern our daily lives."
Maliki also called for the convening of an international conference on counterterr
ism to be hosted in Iraq. His government has been criticized for not doing more to
address grievances in the Sunni Arab community over alleged ill-treatment at the
hands of the Shiite-led authorities. But the Iraqi leader, who has served two terms
already, denied his country was plagued by sectarian unrest, pitting Sunni and Shiite
Muslims as well as Kurds against each other, saying "all are targeted."
He blamed the unrest for setting back Iraq's struggles to emerge from the dictatorship
of Saddam Hussein and the bloodshed of the US invasion to rebuild its institutions,
schools and homes. Maliki will meet US President Barack Obama on Friday at the
White House to press for military equipment and greater cooperation in fighting mili-
tants. The United States vowed Wednesday to help Iraq combat terror groups, but said
Baghdad needed a strategy which was not just based on increasing its military
arsenal. "What we don't want the Iraqis to do is to take just a security-centric
approach to this. This is an asymmetrical threat and it has to be approached asymmet-
rically," a senior US official told reporters, after Maliki met for two-hours with Vice
President Joe Biden. "What that means is making sure they have information in terms
of where people are located, where it's coming from, where the funding is coming
from, and that's something that we can do pretty effectively."
"Without terrorism we would have leaped forward in providing services for our peo-
ple," Maliki insisted."All our efforts should aim at preventing the success of Al-
Qaeda and other terror organizations," the Iraqi premier said, adding that while Bagh-
dad was neutral in the conflict in Syria it was concerned militant groups might win
control and gain a platform to wreak havoc across the region.
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By Nina Larson – GENEVA
A long-awaited peace conference
for war-torn Syria appeared set for
further delays Tuesday as sharp
divisions persisted between the
rival camps over the conditions for
their participation.
UN-Arab League envoy to Syria
Lakhdar Brahimi was meeting with
a range of senior diplomats in
Geneva Tuesday in a fresh push to
prepare a new international confer-
ence aimed at ending the Syrian
conflict.
A landmark US-Russia accord
reached in September to destroy
Syria's chemical arsenal by mid-
2014 had raised hopes that diplo-
matic efforts might also manage to
coax the warring sides to the nego-
tiating table later this month.
But a source close to Tuesday's
meeting told Russian news agency
ITAR-TASS that it was now clear
the conference, dubbed Geneva II,
would happen "no earlier than
December."
Geneva II is meant to follow up on
a conference last year that produced
a transition plan for the war-
ravaged country which was never
implemented in a bid to end a con-
flict that has already killed more
than 120,000 people and forced
millions to flee their homes.
It was initially planned for June,
but has been repeatedly delayed
amid stark disagreement over the
premises for the talks and the list of
participants.
The fate of Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad remains the main sticking
point, with an ever more splintered
opposition refusing to attend unless
Assad's resignation is put up for
discussion -- a demand rejected by
Damascus.
The Syrian regime, whose partici-
pation in the talks dubbed Geneva
II has long been seen as a given,
stressed Monday it would not
accept negotiations that aimed to
oust Assad.

"We will not go to Geneva to hand
over power as desired by (Saudi
Foreign Minister Prince Saud) al-
Faisal and certain opponents
abroad," Omran al-Zohbi was
quoted by the official SANA news
agency as saying.
"President Bashar al-Assad will
remain head of state," he added.
US Secretary of State John Kerry
stressed to reporters in Warsaw
Tuesday that the whole point of the

pending peace conference was to
put in place a transition government
acceptable to both sides.
"I don't know how anybody
believes the opposition is going to
give mutual consent to Assad to
continue," he said, urging the Syr-
ian regime to "live up to its obliga-
tion to come to Geneva to negotiate
a peaceful resolution to the conflict
in Syria."
The emir of Qatar, a main backer of
the Syrian rebellion, meanwhile
criticised Tuesday what he claimed
were unconditional terms for
Geneva II, insisting that without a
clear timetable the talks would
"lead nowhere."
Complicating issues further, Rus-
sian Foreign Minister Sergei Lav-
rov reiterated Tuesday that Moscow
wants Iran to have a seat at the
Geneva II table, despite threats
from the rebels that they will boy-
cott the conference if Tehran is
invited.
The main umbrella opposition
National Coalition has said it plans
to meet in Istanbul on Saturday to
decide whether to attend the peace
talks, but the Syrian National
Council, a key member of the bloc,
has threatened to quit if it does so.
Some opposition groups have also
warned that anyone who partici-
pates in the conference will be
deemed traitors.

Brahimi has warned that "if the
opposition does not participate
there will be no Geneva confer-
ence."
Despite the thorny task before him,
the veteran Algerian diplomat
nonetheless remained upbeat ahead
of Tuesday's meetings in Geneva.
"We hope (the peace conference)
will take place in the next few
weeks, not next year," he said last
week.
Brahimi met Tuesday morning with
Russian deputy foreign ministers
Gennady Gatilov and Mikhail Bog-
danov and US Under Secretary of
State for Political Affairs Wendy
Sherman.
Representatives of the three other
permanent members of the UN
Security Council -- China, France
and Britain -- were set to join the
meeting later Tuesday, as were rep-
resentatives of the UN, Arab
League and Syria's neighbours,
Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey.

Diplomatic efforts fail to coax Syria warring rivals to negotiating table

– 
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Hamas adds
resistance to

Israel in Gazan
school’s curricu-

lum

GAZA CITY - The Gaza Strip's
Hamas government said on Tuesday
it had added studies to encourage
"resistance to Israel" to the territory's
public schools curriculum.
Courses to "strengthen Palestinian
rights, update programmes and add
studies on human rights" would be
introduced at three levels in secon-
dary schools, Education Minister
Muetassem al-Minaui said.
They were intended to instill "faith in
the role of the resistance to win
rights and to raise awareness of the
importance of effective preparations
to face the enemy," he said.
The new material tells of Israel's
winter 2008-2009 and November
2012 military offensives into the
Gaza Strip and shows photos of dead
Palestinians and of buildings
destroyed by Israeli strikes.
"All of Palestine from the
(Mediterranean) sea to the river
(Jordan) belongs to us, to us Mus-
lims," it states, in accordance with
the beliefs of the militant Islamic
group, which refuses to recognise
Israel. The new courses will be
taught only in education ministry
schools and not those of the United
Nations Relief and Works agency, in
which close to half of the 463,000
pupils in the strip study, the agency's
operations director Robert Turner
told journalists on Last  Tuesday.
At the start of this year, Hamas
launched an experimental pro-
gramme of basic military training for
about 10,000 high school students.

1
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Khawlah Bint Tha'labah

Name & Family
Her name was Khawlah bint Tha'labah Ibn Asram Ibn Auf. She was the
wife of Anas Ibn as-Sâmit who fought in the battle of Badr, Uhud and all
other battles in which the Prophet (pbuh) fought.

Allah answers her complaint

The story of Khawla bint Tha'labah and her husband Aws Ibn al-Sâmit is
narrated by Imam Ahmad and Abu Dawud and quoted by Ibn Kathir in his
tafsir at the beginning of Surat al-Mujadilah. Narrating her story, Khawlah
said:

"By Allah, concerning me and Aws Ibn al-Samit, Allah revealed the begin-
ning of Surat al-Mujadilah. I was married to him, and he was an old man
who was bad-tempered. One day, he came in and I raised a particular issue
with him again. He became angry and said, 'You are to me as the back of
my mother.' Then he went out and sat for a while in the meeting-place of
his people.

Then he came back, and wanted to resume marital relations with me. I said,
'No way! By the One in Whose hand is the soul of Khawla, you will never
get what you want from me after saying what you said, until Allah and His
Messenger (peace be upon him) decide between us.' He tried to force him-
self on me, but I was able to resist because I was a young woman and he
was a weak old man. I pushed him away. Then I went to one of my (female)
neighbors and borrowed a cloak from her and went to the Messenger of
Allah (peace be upon him). 

I sat before him, told him what my husband had done to me, and began to
complain to him about my sufferings because of my husband's bad temper.
The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said, 'O Khawlah, your cousin
(i.e. your husband) is an old man, so fear Allah with regard to him.' I did
not leave him until Qur'an was revealed concerning me. He was overcome
as he usually was when Qur'an was revealed to him, and when it was over,
he said: 'O Khawlah, Allah has revealed Qur'an concerning you and your
husband.' Then he recited to me:

{Certainly has Allah heard the speech of the one who argues [i.e., pleads]
with you, [O Prophet Muhammad], concerning her husband and directs her
complaint to Allah. And Allah hears your dialogue; indeed, Allah is Hearing
and Seeing. Those who pronounce zihâr (i.e. the saying by a husband to his
wife, "You are to me like the back of my mother," meaning unlawful to
approach

. This was a type of divorce practiced by the Arabs before the prophethood
of Muhammad) among you [to separate] from their wives – they are not
[consequently] their mothers. Their mothers are none but those who gave
birth to them.

And indeed, they are saying an objectionable statement and a falsehood.
But indeed, Allah is Pardoning and Forgiving. And those who pronounce
zihâr from their wives and then [wish to] go back on what they said – then
[there must be] the freeing of a slave before they touch one another. That is
what you are admonished thereby; and Allah is Acquainted with what you
do. And he who does not find [a slave] – then a fast for two months consec-
utively before they touch one another; and he who is unable – then the feed-
ing of sixty poor persons. That is for you to believe [completely] in Allah
and His Messenger; and those are the limits [set by] Allah. And for the dis-
believers is a painful punishment. } [al-Mujâdilah: 1-4]

The Prophet told me, 'Let him release a slave.' I said, 'O Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him), he does not have the means to do that.' He said, 'Then
let him fast for two consecutive months.' I said, 'By Allah, he is an old man,
he is not able to do that.' He said, 'Then let him feed sixty poor people with
a wasq of dates.' I said, 'O Messenger of Allah, he does not have that much.'
He said, 'Then we will help him with a faraq of dates.' I said, 'And I will
help him with another faraq, O Messenger of Allah.' He said, 'You have
done right and done well. Go and give it in charity on his behalf, then take
care of your cousin properly.' And I did so."

High Status

It comes as no surprise that this great woman enjoyed such high standing
among the companions who were her contemporaries and knew her virtues,
above all 'Umar Ibn al-Khattâb. She met him one day outside the mosque,
when al-Jârud al-'Abdi was with him. 'Umar, who was the caliph at that
time, greeted her, and she said to him, "O 'Umar, I remember you when you
were called 'Umayr (little `Umar) in the marketplace of 'Ukaz, taking care
of the sheep with your stick. So fear Allah in your role as caliph taking care
of the people, and know that the one who fears the threat of punishment in
the Hereafter realizes that it is not far away, and the one who fears death
fears missing some opportunity in this life." 

Al-Jarud said, "You have spoken too harshly to the Emir of the Believers,
woman!" 'Umar said, "Let her be. Do you not know that this is Khawlah, to
whose words Allah listened from above the seven heavens? By Allah,
'Umar should by rights listen to her."

Ibn Kathir mentions in his tafsir that a man said to 'Umar, when he saw him
welcoming her warmly and listening to her, "You left a man of Quraish and
came to listen to this old woman?" 'Umar said, "Woe to you! Do you not
know who this is?" The man said, "No." 'Umar said, "This is a woman
whose complaint Allah listened to from above the seven heavens: this is
Khawla bint Tha'labah. By Allah , if she did not leave me until night fell, I
would not tell her to leave until she had got what she came for, unless the
time for prayer came, in which case I would pray, and then come back to
her until she had got what she came for."

.....................................................
To learn more about Islam and Muslims go to

www.discoveringislam.org



For more information about Islam go to: 

www.mercyprophet.com
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Ask About Islam
* - Q - What Is Islam?         I'm a non-Muslim and I will be marrying a
Japanese Muslim. I want to know more about Islam. Please enlighten me
where can I get information to read up about Islam. I believe that I have
to be Muslim first before I can marry a Muslim. I read some of the ques-
tions and answers from this web site and this has helped me a little to
understand about Islam. I sincerely hope you can help me with it.

*-A-Salam Hui Gek, 
Congratulations on your engagement, and I wish you many years of happiness
in your up-coming marriage! 
A Muslim man is allowed to marry a Christian, so if you are already Christian
(which I doubt from your name), you don’t have to become a Muslim to
marry him. But I hope that you will be convinced that Islam is the Truth and
accept it for its own sake, not just for the sake of marrying your man. 
You should know that Muslims believe in One God—called 'Allah'  in Ara-
bic—Who is the Creator and Sustainer of the universe, everything in it and
the whole existence. 
God is infinite; that is, He always existed and always will. He is totally unlike
any of His creatures and transcends space and time. He knows everything
past, present, and future. Nothing can happen except by His will. 
God created mankind with innocence and an innate knowledge of Him called
fitrah, and with free will to choose between right and wrong. This life is only
a test for us. Some day this world will end and God will resurrect us all and
judge us. God is All-Just and also All-Merciful. 
He will forgive those whom He chooses to forgive and will punish those
whom He chooses. He has told us that the one sin He will not forgive—if
someone dies without repenting for it—is associating partners with Him, i.e.,
worshiping anyone or anything other than Him. The good doers will live in a
happy Paradise forever, while the bad doers will suffer in Hell fire forever. 
If you look at the world around you and contemplate, you will realize that
someone must have created it. It could not have just fallen together in such
order and perfection as we see around us; and where would the pieces have
come from? And when you see that many good people suffer while many bad
people enjoy an easy life, you must wonder what the purpose of life is if there
is no justice. Muslims believe that justice will come in the next life after
Judgment Day. 
God sent prophets and messengers to mankind to set good examples for peo-
ple and to teach them to worship God alone. These prophets and messengers
were completely human, and Muslims do not worship or pray to them. The
last of them, and the final one, was Prophet Muhammad.
The Qur’an  was revealed to Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him);
it is preserved exactly as it was revealed by the Angel Gabriel in the Arabic
language. There are three translations of its meaning available on this web
site.
In addition, Muslims believe in the Angels, in the Divine Decree and the
Books that were revealed to some of the prophets, but only the Qur’an
remains uncorrupted.
As for their acts of worship, Muslims must perform ritual prayers five times a
day. They must pay a small portion of their excess wealth each year to help
the needy or for other causes stated in the Qur’an. This payment is called
zakah. They must fast during the month of Ramadan, and if possible, they
must make a pilgrimage (Hajj) to Makkah once in their life.
But Islam is not just made up of beliefs and ritual acts. Muslims are com-
manded to enjoin good and forbid wrong. Muslims should strive to make their
families, societies, countries, and the whole world better places for everyone.
And every deed a Muslim does in obedience to God is an act of worship.
Some of the moral teachings of Islam are: to respect parents, relatives, and the
elderly; to avoid sex outside of marriage and anything that might lead to it; to
tell the truth at all times; to treat everyone justly; not to steal; not to kill; not
to drink alcohol, not to eat pork, not to gamble and not to backbite anyone.
A Muslim should wish for his neighbor what he wishes for himself. He should
control his anger. He should not eat if his neighbor is going hungry, i.e., he
should share with his neighbor. In short, a Muslim should try to be even-
tempered, generous, just and truthful. On Judgment Day, all these good deeds
will be weighed against his bad deeds, and if the good deeds are more, he/she
will be rewarded in Paradise.
This is only the briefest of outlines. You may find the following links useful:

www.onislam.net
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Question 1: Hanan – 30 – Female – Canada
Married to Recently Converted Muslim

As-salam `alaikum. I have a concern that I wish to be clarified. I'm getting
married to recently converted Muslim who also changed his first name to my
father's first name as sign of respect. I was wondering if this is allowed in
Shari`ah, or it wasn't allowed in Islam. Thank You so much.
Answer: Wa `alaykum as-salamu wa rahmatullahi wa barakatuh.
In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
All praise and thanks are due to Allah, and peace and blessings be upon His
Messenger.

Thank you for your question.
Sister, you are best advised to check the morals and religiosity of the suitor.
His real commitment to Islam should be your top concern. Your family, local
imam, and close Muslim friends could help you know more about his charac-
ters and morals.
As for changing his name to another name “same of your father’s first name”,
it’s up to him. This doesn’t affect the validity or otherwise of the marriage
contract itself.
May Allah accept your and our good deeds!
Allah Almighty knows best.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Question 2: Hello – 14 – Male – US

Question
As-salamu `alaykum. I have an important question and I need quick answers.
I took a world history test and I wrote notes. And one the test and notes I
wrote down it asked what religion believes Jesus is the son of god and I
answered Christianity and it asked what religion believes there is more than
one god and I answered Hinduism. I wanted to know if any of those are shirk.
I just answered the question and wrote the notes but I don't believe that. And
also there was a piece of paper the teacher gave us with the name of Muham-
mad (salallahu alayhi wasalam ) and Allah and Islam on it and I threw it in the
trash because I didn't need it in my binder and I wanted to know if that is
shirk or a sin. I need a quick answers, please.

Answer: Wa `alaykum as-salamu wa rahmatullahi wa barakatuh.
In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
All praise and thanks are due to Allah, and peace and blessings be upon His
Messenger.
Thank you for your question.
To reply questions about different religions is not a shirk in itself as long as
you maintain sound faith in Allah, His Messengers and Prophets, His Books,
the Day of Judgment, and other pillars of Islamic belief.
As for throwing a paper on which Allah’s name or/and the Prophet’s name is
written in a trash, it should be avoided out of respect to God’s and the
Prophet’s names. All in all, you need to seek Allah’s forgiveness for this, and
it’s not shirk, God willing, as long as you didn’t intend to disgrace God’s or
the Prophet’s name.
May Allah accept your and our good deeds!

Allah Almighty knows best.



WB, IMF call
for more 
economic
reforms in

Yemen

WASHINGTON, Oct.18 (Saba)- The
World Bank (WB) and the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) have
called on Yemen to adopt further
reforms to raise the rate of economic
growth to exit the fragile economic
situation and get its share of interna-
tional aid.

The WB said that Yemen's economic
recovery is still weak, although it is
estimated that Yemen's economy has
grown by about 2.4 per cent in 2012
after a slide into recession in 2011 and
the shrinkage in the gross domestic
product (GDP) by about 12.7 per cent.

The latest evaluation reports of the
Yemeni economy issued by the World
Bank showed that the budget deficit
has expanded to reach 6.2 per cent of
the GDP in 2012, while the current
account deficit dropped to about 1 per
cent of GDP.

"Three grants oil from Saudi Arabia,
each of one worth one billion dollars,
have helped in the stability of the situ-
ation of the Yemeni economy in gen-
eral .. However, the improvement in
the economic prospects will depend on
the progress made at the political and
economic levels, and continued sup-
port of donors and implementation of
the critical reforms ", the Bank said in
its latest report.

The World Bank touched on the chal-
lenges facing Yemen at the present.

The Bank said: "Yemen is one of the
poorest countries in the Arab world,
and it is estimated that poverty rates -
that were in an actual increase before
the recent political crisis - has
increased from 42 per cent of the pop-
ulation in 2009 to 54.5 per cent in
2012."

The report pointed out that the rates of
population growth in Yemen is among
the highest in the world, and 45 per
cent of the population suffer from food
insecurity, and also the scarce water
resources in Yemen are less than the
average for the region.

It indicated that ,over the past decades,
the economy of Yemen depended
entirely on oil revenues, which
account for about a third of GDP
,noting that the population increase
has added pressure on the limited nat-
ural resources of Yemen.

However, the World Bank commended
the uniqueness of Yemen among the
countries of the Arab Spring by adopt-
ing the dialogue to address outstand-
ing issues, considering the existence
of a program to achieve the sustaina-
ble development a key element of the
transitional phase.

Furthermore, officials at the IMF
called on Yemen to carry out further
reforms to ensure its share of interna-
tional aid, noting at the same time to
the important steps taken by the
Yemeni government to address the
budget deficit and double dippers .

The adviser to the Fund for the Middle
East and Central Asia Affairs ,Khalid
Saqr, said to Saba that Yemen has
adopted good financial policies since
2011 with the support of donors,
which led to an economic recovery.

He added that among the major steps
taken by Yemen is the unification of
diesel prices and the decision to create
a new system to fight the double dip-
pers in the public institutions.

“However, Yemen needs to implement
more reforms at least to protect the
gains achieved so far", Saqr said.

He explained that Yemen was one of
the first Arab countries that received
aid from the IMF worth $ 94 million
in 2012 through the rapid credit facil-
ity.
The IMF's adviser dealt with the chal-
lenges currently faced by Yemen, not-
ing that Yemen largely depends on the
oil resources ,which are significantly
declining.
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How to Get
Glowing Skin in

10 Easy Steps

With summer coming and going at the
speed of light, we can’t help but wonder
what shape our skin will be in in the next
couple of weeks.  While we all wish that our
tan we worked so hard on could last well
into the winter, there are a few things that
you can do to keep the summer glow lasting
a lot longer than just the end of August.
Why not pull our hair back into a bun and
show off our glowing skin alongside our
summer tan?
1. Use a Toner.  After you cleanse your skin,
making use of a toner is suggested.  If you
apply moisturizer and other products to
dewy skin, they are more likely to latch on
and act faster.  Not only does toner bond
products to your skin, but it evens the skins
tone.  Oily skin and clogged pores are
among two types that could possibly benefit
the most from using a toner.  Be careful
when choosing a toner though, there are
multiple different varieties of which a few
can be harmful or too drying to your skin
type.  Give Caudalie Beauty Elixir a try, it’s
a toner/serum of oils and plant ingredients
that soothe the skin and enhance natural
radiance.  (Caudalie Beauty Elixir, $49,
Sephora.com)
2. Apply a highlighter.  For a glow at night,
never leave the house without a highlighter.
A perfect sweep across the top of the cheek
bones, on the cupids bow and where the sun
might naturally hit will have you looking
great without glowing like a disco ball.  Try
Nars Albatross, $29, Sephora.com.
3. Don’t touch your face throughout the day.
We all know you get bored, tired or just
simply annoyed.  Most of the time, any of
those emotions causes you to put your
hands on your face in disbelief or anguish,
but resist!  Who know’s what you have been
touching all day and with the circulation of
germs, you’re more than likely to transfer
them to your face leaving excess dirt for no
reason.  
4. Exfoliation!  The answer to most skincare
problems, if you exfoliate your skin you
will see results almost immediately.  Appli-
cation of your makeup after adding exfolia-
tion into your skincare routine is so much
easier and makes your skin work with the
makeup so it glows naturally.
5. Invest in a good primer.  Although it’s not
absolutely necessary, we like to take the
easier steps to make our face have a sum-
mery glow.  This step doesn’t require a
treatment or a 15 minute mask, it’s simply
one extra step in your daily makeup routine.
Priming your face before foundation allows
the formula to work with the primer and
your face at the same time, making applica-
tion smooth.  Wear the primer alone for a
simple glow.  Try Benefit’s ‘That Gal’
Brightening Face Primer, $29,
Sephora.com.
6. Try a resurfacing mask.  We know that
applying tons of products to our face on the
daily is never a good thing, that’s why we
feel like it’s important to have one product
on our list that we can use once per week.
For an instant glow try Tata Harper’s Resur-
facing Mask that softens, refreshes and
hydrates the skin with ingredients like witch
hazel to reduce inflammation.  (Tata
Harper’s Resurfacing Mask, $55,
Sephora.com)
7. Milk and Honey Mask.  We’ve all heard
of different types of masks that promote
moisturizing, pore unclogging and more but
one that works for brightening would have
to be the classic milk and honey mask.  One
egg white and 1 tbsp of honey is all it takes
to make a mask that will have your skin
glowing using two pretty natural ingre-
dients.
8. Brightening Sleeping Facial.  Part of
achieving and maintaining a bright and
glowy complexion is evening out your skin
tone and diminishing dark spots as much as
possible.  What’s better than waking up with
brighter skin than the night before?  Noth-
ing. Try out Korres’ Wild Rose + Vitamin C
Advanced Brightening Sleeping Facial, $48,
Sephora.com.
9. Choose a cleanser with brightening ele-
ments.  If your skincare routine works
together, your skin will thank you and thats
why its better to chose a cleanser with
brightening elements in its formula.  The
Aveeno Positively Radiant Skin Brightening
Daily Scrub has Active Naturals Total Soy
Complex that evens out your skin tone,
cleanses and softens.  Aveeno Positively
Radiant Skin Brightening Daily Scrub,
$6.99, Aveeno.com.
10. Drink water and eat clean.  The more
water you drink, the more regular the toxins
will flow out of your body.  The cleaner
your eat, the less toxins will enter your
body.  The easiest way to clear your skin
and brighten your complexion is to treat it
well.
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Nasser My
Husband

Tahia Gamal Abdel Nasser 
Translated by Shereen Mosaad 
Edited by Tahia Khaled Abdel 
Nasser 
Foreword by Hoda Gamal Abdel
Nasser 
A new and intimate portrait of an
iconic world figure by the one
who knew him best—his wife 
Gamal Abdel Nasser, architect of
Egypt’s 1952 Revolution, presi-
dent of the country from 1956 to
1970, hero to millions across the
Arab world since the Suez Cri-
sis, was also a family man, a
devoted husband and father who
kept his private life largely pri-
vate. In 1973, three years after
his early passing at the age of 52,
his wife Tahia wrote a memoir of
her beloved husband for her
family. The family then waited
almost forty years, through the
presidencies of Anwar Sadat and
Hosni Mubarak, both unsympa-
thetic to the memory of Nasser,
before publishing Tahia’s book
in Arabic for the first time in
2011. Now this unique insight
into the life of one of the giants
of the twentieth century is finally
available in English. Accompa-
nied by more than one hundred
photographs from the family
archive, many never before pub-
lished, this historic book tells the
story of Gamal and Tahia’s life
together from their marriage in
1944, through the Revolution
and Gamal’s career on the world
stage, revealing an unknown and
intimate picture of the man
behind the president. “At 6:30am
on the morning of July 23, 1952
there was a knock on the door.
Tharwat Okasha shook my hand and
congratulated me: ‘The military coup
has succeeded.’ I asked him about
Gamal. ‘He is close by, not more
than five minutes away at the Gen-
eral Command.’ At 9:30am an officer
called: he had come from the Gen-
eral Command at Kubri al-Qubba,
sent by Colonel Gamal Abdel Nasser
to tell me that he was fine and would
not be home for lunch.”

The Arab
Uprisings 
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Baghdad-Written by : Hamza Mustafa-Politics in Iraq is not the art of the possible.
Rather, Iraqi politics is closer to the art of the impossible, an all-or-nothing game that
offers players the chance to either reach the pinnacle of political power, or see their
ambitions totally crushed.Since the establishment of the modern state by King Faisal I
in 1921, Iraq has witnessed three distinct eras. The first of these was the Iraqi monar-
chy (1921-1958) which was dominated by seven-time prime minister Nuri Al-Said.
This was followed by the first Iraqi republic (1958-2003) which was completely domi-
nated by Saddam Hussein after the Ba’th Party seized power. We are now in the midst
of the second Iraqi republic, in which no single individual or group stands out. This era
is characterized by one interesting phenomenon, namely that it seems to produce two
kinds of political leaders. The first kind were those who were quick to ride in on the
backs of American tanks, but soon found themselves marginalized. The best example
of this would be Iraqi National Congress leader Ahmed Chalabi. Then there are those
who played no prominent role in the opposition during the Saddam-era but arrived on
the political scene in post-invasion Iraq to exploit the power vacuum. Iraqi prime min-
ister Nuri Al-Maliki is just one such figure. Finally, there’s a man who is in a class of
his own. He was involved in the Arabian horse trade during the Saddam-era, but he
had no relationship with the former regime except when it passed laws affecting
wealthy land-owners. That man is Iraqi Council of Representatives Speaker Osama Al-
Nujaifi. The scion of a prominent Mosul family, Nujaifi didn’t face any difficulties in
entering the post-2003 Iraqi political arena. Fate, tribalism, or sectarianism drove
many Iraqi nationals to seek a role in politics following the US invasion and toppling
of Saddam Hussein. However in the case of Nujaifi, his family’s legacy and his per-
sonal charisma-after two parliamentary terms and a stint as Minister of Industry-
secured him the reputation of being one of the most complex figures on the Iraqi polit-
ical scene. Nujaifi became Iraqi parliamentary speaker in 2010, and he now appears as
a strong future presidential prospect should this symbolic but important position fall
into the hands of Iraq’s Sunni Arabs. The post of president is currently held by Jalal
Talabani-a Kurd-who remains in Germany for medical treatment after suffering a
stroke last year. Nujaifi is considered one of the most prominent leaders of the Iraqiya
bloc headed by former prime minister Iyad Allawi. The bloc also includes other promi-
nent Sunni Arab politicians such as Saleh Al-Mutlaq, head of the Iraqi Front for
National Dialogue, and Tariq Al-Hashimi, Iraq’s fugitive vice president. In the last pro-
vincial council elections, the Iraqiya bloc fragmented into smaller groups and organi-
zations, and while the coalition still exists today, it is not as internally unified as in the
past.
Osama Al-Nujaifi is himself a founding member and leader of the Motahedoun
(United) coalition, which many view as the heir apparent of the embattled Iraqiya bloc,
which has lost significant political ground in recent years.
Nujaifi’s politics are controversial. Although he reconciled with Iraqi Prime Minister
Nuri Al-Maliki, he remains a strong rival. While during a recent visit to Iran, he
attended the funeral of the mother of Quds Force commander Gen. Qassem Suleimani.
Suleimani, of course, has come under heavy criticism from within the Iraqiya bloc for
the allegedly activity of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) within Iraq.
The Iraqi parliamentary speaker has now emerged as the Iraqiya bloc’s strongest figure
following Hashimi’s trial and conviction in absentia, and a general decline in the popu-
larity of Mutlaq, Allawi, and Rafie Al-Issawi, with many speculating that he could
emerge as a presidential contender.
Leadership quality: Nujaifi’s family legacy is one of both politics and commerce. His
grandfather, Muhammad Al-Nujaifi, was a member of parliament during the monar-
chist era, while his father also served as an Iraqi parliamentarian during this period.
The Nujaifi family remained out of politics during the rule of Saddam Hussein, return-
ing to the scene following his ouster.
Osama and his brother Atheel—the current governor of Nineveh—started out in com-
merce, particularly the Arabian horse trade. Following the US invasion and the top-
pling of Saddam, Osama Al-Nujaifi entered the political arena, gaining some early
attention for his involvement in a quarrel with Iraq’s Kurds concerning the ethnic iden-
tity of Mosul. Indeed, the quarrel between Nujaifi and Iraq’s Kurdish community is
almost a defining feature of modern Iraqi politics, with the Kurdistan Alliance strongly
objecting to his appointment as Iraqi parliamentary speaker in 2010. Despite this his-
toric disagreement, Nujaifi is well-respected across Iraqi politics, known for his frank
positions and moderate credentials.
Official spokesperson for the Motahedoun bloc, Zafer Al-A’ani, told Asharq Al-Awsat:
“The most important things that distinguish Al-Nujaifi are his directness and honesty.
He is clear in everything and frank with both his opponents and allies. He makes his
opposition known and announces his allegiances publicly.”
“Characteristics like these might not be in line with the current political situation in
Iraq which is rife with conspiracies and under the table deals. But Nujaifi is different,
he believes that without credibility we are nothing…he is not one of those politicians
who fluctuates in his political positions,” A’ani added.
Regarding the actions of the Motahedoun bloc-which Nujaifi heads-A’ani said: “We
have a set platform, but we do not deny that Osama [Al-Nujaifi] sometimes takes posi-
tions that are not in line with our own. He is not easily convinced and and he could
have a different perspective from yours. In the end, he is serious, determined,and prin-
cipled.” As for accusations about Nujaifi’s upper-class background, with some politi-
cians claiming this gives the Iraqi parliamentary speaker a condescending air, Zafer
Al-A’ani told Asharq Al-Awsat: “His upper-class background can be seen in his man-
ners and behavior, not in the way that he deals with others. These are not affectations
but rather the legacy of coming from a wealthy family. Furthermore, he is very careful
about his interaction with others in all things because he is keen to protect his family’s
legacy. There are some politicians who don’t have anything to lose so they can do
whatever they like, but Nujaifi takes the past, present, and future into account.”
“Nujaifi is a breath of fresh air in terms of Iraq’s Arab and international relations. His
position regarding the Syrian crisis has been clear since the beginning, but that did not
prevent him from standing against the notion of a US military strike on Syria. During
his visits to Iran and Turkey he promoted the Iraqi initiative knowing that some mem-
bers of his own tribe [Bani Khalid] in Syria have suffered at the hands of the Assad
regime,” A’ani said.
From the US to Qassem Suleimani: In his first visit to the US following his election
as Iraqi parliament speaker, Nujaifi refused to follow protocol established by president
Jalal Talabani and Prime Minister Nuri Al-Maliki, who both placed a wreath on the
Tomb of the Unknowns at Arlington National Cemetery, saying that he considered the
Americans an occupying force rather than liberators. However when he visited Iran
recently Nujaifi did not hesitate to attend the funeral of the mother of Genernal Qas-
sem Suleimani, who Iraq’s Sunni community view as a major threat to the country.
For his part, Iraq Parliamentary Rapporteur and Motahedoun MP Mohammed Al-
Khalidi told Asharq Al-Awsat: “Nujaifi’s positions on any issue are not subject to
whims. They are fixed positions which are reflected on the international level.
Whether visiting the US, Iran, or any other nation, he represents Iraq and any position
he takes is for the sake of Iraq.” Regarding Nujaifi’s performance as parliamentary
speaker, Al-Khalidi said: “He has successfully headed sessions of parliament. He is
diligent, determined, serious, and able to run things despite the sometimes difficult cir-
cumstances in parliament. He is always able to accomplish any task he is given, and he
has made a name for himself as an Iraqi leader and statesman that other nations should
take note of.”
Eye on the Presidency: Nujaifi has so far accomplished everything he aspired to
politically, with the exception of the presidency. The post of president in Iraq is largely
symbolic given the country’s parliamentary system of government. According to the
unofficial quota system in place in the country, the presidency has been a point of con-
flict between Iraq’s Sunni Arab and Kurdish communities, with the post currently held
by Jalal Talabani. As the county’s most senior Arab Sunni official, Arab hopes of
securing the presidency now rest on Nujaifi’s shoulders. However MP Ali Al-Shallah
of the State of Law coalition-headed by Nuri Al-Maliki-played down Nujaifi and
Sunni Arab aspirations for the presidency. He told Asharq Al-Awsat: “Nujaifi has lofty
aspirations but unfortunately he is incapable of taking moderate positions. From the
beginning he built his popularity on his enmity towards the Kurds. During the last
elections he lost a lot of his popularity, and this forced him to change his discourse to
appear more moderate.” However Shallah allowed that “a partnership between Maliki
and Nujaifi could work in the event that the prime minister doesn’t change his posi-
tions.” He added: “Nujaifi has many positive attributes. He is decisive but he some-
times embarrasses himself. He is forced to throw the ball into other people’s courts. He
has a difficult task before him: how to maintain this same balance in the coming elec-
tions.” “Nujaifi must work on passing more laws throughout the remainder of his term
in parliament so he can cite more professional accomplishments,” he added.
However for another perspective, parliamentary advisor Hussein Fawzi told Asharq
Al-Awsat: “Nujaifi is a fair and honest man. He is educated and principled. He
respects the weak more than the strong.” “Nujaifi has the traits that will enable him to
be a prominent international figure an president of Iraq, uniting the Sunnis and Shi’ites
to build a unified and democratic country,” he added.

Osama Al-Nujaifi: Iraq’s
Future President?
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United Arab Emirates (UAE)  Leader-
ship Matters: From Sand to Skyscrapers

Book Review By: Nasser Shariff  - Exclusive for the Arab American Today

After I laid my eyes on the title of this book, I realized that Dr. Bob A. Rabboh
wanted to show the world, especially Westerners, that there are, indeed, stabilized and
prosperous countries in the Middle East and beyond that — these countries are boom-
ing with growth in many aspects of life.  The Middle East, particularly the Arabian
Peninsula, is often associated with terrorism in the Western media and depicted as an
unstable region.  This is correct in some regions within the Arabian Peninsula, but it is
wrong to make these generalizations about the whole region.  I felt that all the nega-
tive stereotypes surrounding the Middle East drove Dr. Rabboh to write a book about
the United Arab Emirates (UAE).  Additionally, he presented such an iconic and
unique piece of art to the world. 

The renaissance of all aspects of life has led the UAE to become among the fastest
growing countries in the world.  This revolutionary renaissance made the UAE a
world icon—a nation transformed from the sand and a third world country into a
developed, sophisticated, attractive, and civilized country that competes with first
world countries.  The book introduced and presented the UAE in a simple manner
making it easy for readers to understand.  This work by Dr. Rabboh is based on a
great deal of research gathered through several personal visits, employment, and
intensive interviews with many UAE academic citizens, as well as interviews with
several international experts on the Gulf region in the International Monetary Fund.
Furthermore, Dr. Rabboh gathered research from the UAE embassy in Washington
DC, Harvard University, and the Library of the U.S Congress.  The book is beneficial
to departments of Middle Eastern Studies and Economy at the university level as well
as researchers and travelers. 

In this review, I will be focusing on the most important points that the book men-
tioned especially the current projects, recent developments, and plans that the UAE
tends to do in the future.  The book contains five chapters in addition to its introduc-
tion that includes a map of the UAE, the president’s biography, a preface, abbrevia-
tions, data, exhibits, figures, and definition of terms. 

The first chapter contains information about the history and background which
presents the Arabian Gulf Emiratis before they were united.  It depicts this region as
“formerly, the most backwards and fragmented region in the Arab world” as Abdullah
Omar Taryan an Emirati historian said as the book mentioned.  The first chapter pro-
vides photos of government facilities in the past five decades and provides a glance of
the transformation of the underdeveloped country.  The UAE went from a country
where people in poverty suffered from diseases and inability to cope with high tem-
peratures before the oil discovery, into a world wonder after the discovery of oil—all
of this in just a few years.  This wonder captured the global attention and became an
economic model for the region.  The first chapter went into depth and explained the
country’s socio-economic development, government’s pro-business polices, develop-
mental process, government’s vision for the next decades, analysis of economic mod-
els in the UAE, leadership role, and past UAE ideal leaders.  In addition to that, Dr.
Rabboh captured my attention with his detailed explanation of the big energy pro-
vider project “MASDAR.” “The UAE is building a renewable energy industry from
scratch.  The renewable energy represents solar, wind, bio-fuels geothermal technolo-
gies, and energy efficient solutions for green buildings, and clean transport, as well as
air, water, and waste.  It is established on the principles of environmental preservation
and human development as outlined by the late UAE president Sheikh Zayed Bin Sul-
tan Al Nahyan". An interesting point is that the UAE is the only oil producer in the
world to invest in such industry.

The second chapter provides historical background on the seven Emirates before the
union in 1971.  The idea of the unification of the seven Emirates was initiated by
Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan. On the other hand, the same chapter provides a
comprehensive description of the culture, tradition, heritage, and infrastructure of all
the seven Emirates that include Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Fujairah, Ras Al
Khaimah, and Um Al Quwain. Furthermore, it provides the background of the ruling
families of all the seven Emirates in the past and present.  This chapter also provides a
demographic view of the UAE including its official language, which is Arabic and the
predominant religion of the UAE which is Islam. 

The third chapter focuses on the UAE Government Structures and Foreign Policy.
The Structures and Figures of the Federal System that are presented including the
president of the UAE, the Supreme Council of Rulers, Council of the Ministers
(Cabinet), Federal National Council, Federal Judiciary, Supreme Courts. On the other
hand, it presents Local, Traditional Governments, and UAE Policy Makers.  Last, it
discusses the issue of the three occupied Islands by Iran, UAE’s trade with Iran, and
the United States and UAE relations. 

The fourth chapter discusses the business climate and political stability of the UAE,
as well as shipping, ports, free zone trade, incentive for foreign investors, and com-
mercial investment opportunities.  The UAE’s infrastructure is an important point that
the fourth chapter places focus on.  “Infrastructure refers to the large-scale public sys-
tems, services, and facilities of an enterprise.  It tends to be separated into two broad
subsectors- economic and social.  Thus, the economic structure includes highways,
water and sewage facilities, energy distribution and telecommunication networks,
whereas social infrastructure encompasses hospitals, schools, public housing and pris-
ons” as Dr. Rabboh explains.  He also says that a good quality infrastructure is a key
ingredient for sustainable development.  In addition to that this chapter displays the
government’s vision for the next decades.  The author mentions that the UAE is plan-
ning comprehensive long term reforms to transfer the UAE into a world knowledge
economy by focusing on high technology capital incentives, knowledge driven strate-
gies, skills, and incentive industries such as biotechnology, advanced materials,
advanced electronics, medical devises, and machinery and equipment.  The UAE is
currently depending on oil as a main source of income for its country but has a future
plan in investing in my fields such as production of energy and natural gas, petro-
chemicals, tourism, real estate and construction, Information Technology and Satellite
communications, telecommunications, education and healthcare, media, financial ser-
vices, aviation, aerospace, and defense, food processing, and consumer industries,
metals, utilities, chemical, fertilizer, and pharmaceutical manufacturing.

The fifth chapter discusses the economic perspective of the UAE which includes the
economic indicators, inflation rates and GDP per capita compared to other nations as
well as the UAE’s foreign trade that includes import and export partners such as
India, China, U.S, Germany, Singapore, South Korea, Janpan, Iran, Thailand.  As a
rich country, the UAE has highly devolved their architecture and tourism in a very
short time. It was able to create a tourism industry that attracts millions of people
from around the globe.  Now, the UAE is full of skyscrapers and has the tallest build-
ing in the world (Burj Khalifa)—their aim with this building was for it “to stand tall
on the sand.” For instance, “20 percent of the world’s tallest towers are currently in
Dubai” according to the book.  Other aspects of the UAE presented in this chapter are
public administration, education, healthcare, Dubai airport free zone, and 2020 World
Expo-Dubai.  Dr. Rabboh provides appendices that selected interviews, speeches, and
visions of the late Sheik Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan.  

In conclusion, I highly recommend any person interested in learning about the UAE
to read this book. It contains very detailed and educational information. Furthermore,
the UAE is deserving of such attention for its successful achievements and journey
form the sand to such an iconic world wonder. 

Dr. Abed Rabbo definition
Bob A. Rabboh received his PhD from Howard University, Washington DC, with an
emphasis in Economics and African Politics, his MA in Economics and Commerce
from the University of Detroit, Michigan, and his BS in Industrial Management from
Chicago, Illinois.
 Professor Rabboh has taught for over two decades at a variety of institutions,
including Central Michigan University, Madonna University, Henry Ford Community
College, and the University of Michigan- Dearborn Campus. 
 Professor Rabboh has over 20 year of experience teaching U.S economic courses
and socio-politics of the Middle East and North Africa, known as the MENA region 
 The professor has served as a Training Executive for the U.S Foreign Military
Sales Division in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and as a Senior Researcher at the
Emirates Center for Strategic Studies and Research in Abu Dhabi, UAE.
 Professor Bob Rabboh’s publications are many, including economic textbooks pub-
lished by Pearson and McGraw Hill. Also, his articles have appeared in the Washing-
ton Times, Detroit News, and the Dearborn Press and Guide. He has appeared on
national TV and has extensively published articles on a variety of socio-political
issues.  Internationally, Dr. Rabboh has long been among the most knowledgeable and
incisive scholars on the MENA region. 
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Camel meat becomes fancy 
ingredient in Gulf's prestigious

restaurants
By Wissam Keyrouz - ABU DHABI

From camel carpaccio to camel bourguignon and gold-leaf burger, the meat
offered traditionally at big festivities of bedouins has become a fancy ingredi-
ent in the Gulf's prestigious restaurants.
Under the golden dome of Abu Dhabi's Emirates Palace, which bills itself as
a seven-star hotel, French chef Sandro Gamba proudly presents his latest: a
camel burger bedded in gold-leaf bread, served with onion jam and smoked
halloumi cheese.
On the side, the traditional french fries have been replaced by fried hummus
fingers.
This dish, priced at around $50 (37 euros), has become "one of our best sell-
ers," boasts Gamba, the hotel's master chef who oversees its 15 restaurants.
"This burger reflects the image of Emirates Palace," the extravagant $3 bil-
lion hotel, he said.
"We have gradually modified some recipes, such as replacing the famous veal
burgundy with camel meat," said Gamba, who worked in Paris and Chicago
before arriving in Abu Dhabi.
And, he added, camel carpaccio has replaced beef in a dish which also boasts
Italian truffles and a vinaigrette.
"In the United Arab Emirates, I found a wonderful camel farm that produces
very tender and great-tasting meat. From then on, I decided to add this meat"
to the hotel's menus, said Gamba enthusiastically.
In April, Gamba launched a week-long camel meat festival at Emirates Palace
serving everything with a touch of camel from soup to steaks and camel rolls.
"The younger the camel, the more tender its meat will be," says Gamba. "For
some recipes, we must use the meat of young camels, which is as soft as but-
ter."
"When the animal is older, you must marinate its meat and cook it for longer
periods."
Dubbed the "ship of the desert", the camel occupies a significant place in the
culture of the Arabian Peninsula. In the UAE there are camel races, camel
beauty contests and competitions for the tastiest camel cuisine.
Energy-rich Gulf states are now trying to promote their favourite animal's
meat to the international gastronomic scene, after it has been traditionally
eaten with rice by bedouins on special occasions.
This year, The Emirates Industry for Camel Milk and Products (EICMP), the
maker of "Camelicious" camel milk, began exporting its products to Europe
and Japan. It uses camel milk as an ingredient in French desserts or coffees
such as the "camel-ccino" and camel-milk lattes.
Dubai investors have also partnered with EICMP to produce chocolate made
with camel milk, which contains less fat and three times more vitamin C than
cow's milk.
Al-Nassma company now ships camel milk powder to Austria, where it is
used to make chocolate that is then sent to Dubai for packaging.
"There are so many chocolates around the world, but they're mostly made
from cow's milk. We wanted to present something different and special," said
Al-Nassma spokeswoman Kirsten Lange.
"Our largest market right now lies in Japan. We are also focusing on South
Asia and Europe," she said.
In neighbouring Qatar, French chef Alain Ducasse came up with a local adap-
tation of the famous Tournedos Rossini dish using camel meat, which he
served at his Idam restaurant in the Museum of Islamic Art in Doha.
The meat is braised for five days and served with foie gras and black truffle
sauce to create a "Camel Rossini", which costs around $90.
"The camel meat dish is very special. It's the most-selling recipe on our
menu," Idam's executive chef Romain Meder said.
"Qataris highly demand the dish, in which we blend together two faraway
worlds" -- the classic French cuisine and that of the Gulf, said Meder.
At the Emirates Palace, a German tourist in her 60s savours her camel burger.
"It's delicious. But I don't think I'll ever get used to the idea of eating this ani-
mal's meat."
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Losing your hair can take your con-
fidence with it - as a guy, there's
just something about having a full
head of hair. You may think that
hair loss is something you simply
have to deal with, but with new
technology, you have a choice
when it comes to keeping and
regaining your hair.

Remember how it felt when that
special someone ran her fingers
through your hair? Or how confi-
dent you felt walking into a board-
room in your best suit and styled,
thick hair that made you feel like
anything was possible? If you miss
having a full head of hair, surgical
and nonsurgical options are availa-
ble - and can help quicker than you
think.

Restore your hair and confidence in
as little as 4 weeks

Hair Club® has helped hundreds of
thousands of men get back their
confidence, their love lives and
their hair. The process couldn't be
easier. In as little as 4 weeks, you'll
have results you can run your fin-
gers through.

Hair Club has more than 34 years
of experience and more than 95
locations in North America. They
offer several options for hair resto-
ration so you can look and feel
your absolute best. It just might be
the easiest way to turn back the
hands of time and look up to 10
years younger.

Free, microscopic hair and scalp
analysis

Book a free, microscopic hair and
scalp analysis online now at
www.hairclub.com and receive
$250 off your customized solution.
Because no hair loss is the same,
this consultation helps discover the
progression of your unique hair
loss so you can learn the treatment
right for you. When you fill out the
brief form on the site, you'll get a
free in-depth educational brochure
and DVD package sent directly to
your home and can request your
free microscopic hair and scalp
analysis at one of the many Hair
Club locations.

You want options? You got it, at
Hair Club

Hair Club is all about options.
Finding the right hair loss solution
is like finding the right woman for
your life. It's an important decision
that can accentuate your experi-
ences in unimaginable ways. From
non-surgical treatments to hair
transplantation to therapy pro-
grams, Hair Club offers the gold
standard in all hair loss treatments

available. Book your free consulta-
tion today and receive $250 off
your customized solution.

Now is the time to learn your
options, because when it comes to
hair loss, you have a choice. Visit
www.hairclub.com today to sched-
ule your free consultation. Hair
Club Medical GroupTM is a net-
work of hair transplant physicians
whose practices are managed by
Hair Club®.

Men: restore your hair and
confidence now iPad Air"
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Tunisia
handed Davis
Cup ban after
Israeli boycott

order

Tunisia have been sus-
pended from the 2014
Davis Cup competition
after the country’s tennis
federation ordered its num-
ber one player not to play
against an Israeli.

Malek Jaziri withdrew
from the second tier Tash-
kent Challenger tourna-
ment last month before his
match against Israel’s
Amir Weintraub. Jaziri’s
brother told reporters the
215th ranked player had
been ordered to default the
match.

The governing body of
men’s tennis, ATP, cleared
the player of wrongdoing
but the International Ten-
nis Federation (ITF)
decided to impose the ban.

“The ITF Board of Direc-
tors found that the Tuni-
sian Tennis Federation was
in breach of the ITF Con-
stitution by interfering
with international sporting
practice and ordering Tuni-
sian player Malek Jaziri
not to compete against
Israeli player Amir Wein-
traub at the 2013 Tashkent
Challenger in October,”
the ITF said in a statement
on Saturday.

“The Board was not satis-
fied with the case put for-
ward by the Tunisian Ten-
nis Federation and voted to
suspend Tunisia from the
2014 Davis Cup competi-
tion.”

ITF President Francesco
Ricci Bitti added: “There
is no room for prejudice of
any kind in sport or in
society. The ITF Board
decided to send a strong
message to the Tunisian
Tennis Federation that this
kind of action will not be
tolerated by any of our
members,”

Tunisia were relegated
from Europe/Africa Zone
Group II this season.

Israel and Tunisia do not
have any diplomatic ties
and limited relations were
severed in 2000 by the
Tunisians following the
outbreak of Israeli-
Palestinian hostilities in
the occupied West Bank
and the Gaza Strip.

“We think this was the cor-
rect decision that makes
clear that politics has no
place in sport and we hope
that (Tunisia) will heed the
lesson and will return to
the Davis Cup next year,”
Israel’s Tennis Association
chairman Assi Tuchmayr
said.
Israeli-Tunisian tennis
rivalries could face a fur-
ther test next year when
both nations will compete
in the Fed Cup in Budapest
in February.
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2014Range Rover Sport, the CEO’s
rock crawler: Motoramic Drives

Clinging to a rutted wall of sand, the redesigned 2014 Range Rover Sport
ascends to the peak, picking a careful path between ancient California redwoods
that predate the first Europeans in America. Not a half-hour earlier, the Rover
was rocking — but not rolling - through forested asphalt curves at speeds that
would have seemed surreal in an earlier, clumsier era of SUV’s. The Rover Sport
plays a 5,000-lb. cosmic joke, creates a psychic disconnect that no current SUV
can match: One part river-wading, boulder-dashing Tarzan, one part pavement
scorcher for up to seven slack-jawed passengers.
And later this evening, the Rover plays a third role: Docking at a Silicon Valley
restaurant, its upper-crust standing so apparent that wealthy Tesla owners leer
with the desire usually reserved for Internet IPO’s. Yes, you will be seeing
Range Rover Sports at the temples of Google, the player’s lot at Giants Stadium
and every freaking overpriced spa, resort, boutique and farm-to-table
establishment in America.
The Rover Sport waded ashore in America for 2006. Many auto journalists
refused to get it, scratching their reactionary heads and wondering why anyone
would want a smaller, sportier, slope-roofed Range Rover when they could have
the real thing. As usual, actual moneyed buyers ignored the WalMart wisdom of
auto scribes, making the Sport the best-selling Rover model in America. It
maintains that position today, with New Yorkers buying more Rover Sports than
any other market, including Los Angeles. Yet for all its style and mountain-man
skills, the Rover Sport wasn’t all that sporty on pavement, certainly not in the
league of a BMW X5 or Porsche Cayenne. Consider that changed.
Land Rover calls the redesigned Sport simply the fastest, best-handling Rover in
history. In this case, that’s no marketing fluff. With a 5-second surge to 60 mph,
the Sport is faster than a base Porsche Boxster. That claim, and that pace,
requires choosing the Jaguar-based, 510-hp V-8 fitted to Supercharged ($79,995)
and Autobiography ($93,295) models. But as with any out-of-shape athlete,
putting more sport in the Sport was as much about diet and exercise as sheer
power. Harnessing the aluminum-intensive chassis of newer Rover and Jaguar
models helps the Sport shed a claimed 800 lbs. – though adding porky options,
like a panoramic sunroof that adds back more than 100 lbs. – can re-expand the
Rover’s metaphorical spare tire. This brute can still shoot past 5,100 lbs. in V-8
trim, with Land Rover claiming 4,727 lbs. for the base V-6. And the Sport only
weighs about 100 fewer pounds than the six-inch longer, two-inch-taller Range
Rover on which it’s based. Yet that aluminum body structure remains 33 percent
lighter and 25 percent stiffer than its mostly-steel predecessor. Combine that
with a new double-wishbone front and multi-link rear suspension, a four-corner
air suspension, new electric steering and the latest handling gizmos — including
adaptive anti-roll bars, a torque-vectoring rear end and an electronic rear
differential — and this Rover searches and destroys roads like a Marine brigade,
while keeping its body flatter than a buzzcut.
The slenderized body helps even “basic” supercharged 340-horsepower V-6
models — you know, for peasants who can only afford $63,495 to start — ease
to 60 mph in 6.9 seconds. That’s 0.3 seconds quicker than the previous
generation’s naturally aspirated 5-liter V-8. Yet fuel economy jumps nearly 30
percent to 17/23 mpg, up from 13/18 mpg. And with the same 5.0-liter, 510-
horse as the outgoing Supercharged model, the reworked version gains 2 mpg in
both city and highway, at 14/19 mpg. All models are ably supported by a
discreet eight-speed automatic transmission, with available paddle shifters and
an honest-to-God sport mode that prevents upshifts until the driver calls for one.
Brembo brakes, including six-piston calipers up front, keep speeds in check.
Rover Sport fans were also calling for more luxury, and the 2014 model mostly
complies. A streamlined body, with its demure grille, slashing fender vents,
descending roof and tapering hull, has a decidedly yacht-like presence; the navy
blazer is entirely up to you. That roof can be had in contrasting colors to amplify
its “floating” effect over the window glass. A saucily upturned rear end flashes a
trapezoid-shaped skid plate and twin exhaust outlets.
The Sport grows 2.5 inches longer. More significantly, a seven-inch wheelbase
stretch carves out notably larger rear-door openings for easier entry and exit, and
adds about an inch more rear knee room. A third-row seat — strictly for children
or hostages — is available for the first time, and it power-folds to disappear
below the cargo deck. The interior bears the stylish fingerprints of Gerry
McGovern, the Land Rover design director who has helped lead the brand to
record U.S. sales with well-received models like the Evoque. McGovern adores
the minimal approach, tastefully accessorized with a few rich details. And the
Rover Sport tries its damndest to emulate the sleek London style of the big
Range Rover, which might be described as Burberry on Wheels.
McGovern’s visual architecture includes an angled center stack, bookended by
satin chrome pillars, that rises to join a sleek, nearly vertical dashboard. Seats
are upgraded in style, sculpting and support: In this Sport, you sit in it, rather
than perch on it. The driver’s thin-film digital display is elegant and informative,
especially in the higher-grade, 12.3-inch version.
This being a Rover, there are still missteps inside. On basic models, faux-leather
material that drapes the dash and door panels looks more Birmingham country
diner than British country estate. Uplevel versions add apropos stitched leather,
but those models also involve the upsell, on a Rover that can sneak past
$100,000 all-in. Wheels range from 19 inches to a club-hopping 22 inches, with
the 21’s offering the best combination of off- and on-road performance.
Driver and front-passenger footwells remain constricting for a vehicle of this
size. And with a bare minimum of buttons protruding from these sleek surfaces,
you’d better be able to rely on the ones you’ve got. But the navigation screen
remains stingy, and its response time and graphics are behind-the-curve,
especially compared with Audi and other eye-popping players. Available
Meridian audio systems do ease the frustrations, including a top-dog, 3D-
imaging unit with a monumental 1,700 watts and 23 speakers.
One inarguable feature is the sequel to Rover’s Terrain Response System,
imaginatively titled Terrain Response 2. In addition to the usual modes –
including grass, gravel and snow; mud and ruts; sand and rock crawl – an
available Dynamic mode girds the Sport for on-road action. It quickens steering
ratio by 10 percent, speeds up the rear limited-slip differential, heightens
transmission, throttle, torque-vectoring and anti-roll bar response and frees up
the electronic stability control. Oh, and it also wraps the Rover’s digital
speedometer and tachometer in a crimson ring of pixels, the better to match the
driver’s rising blood pressure.
A choice of two full-time four-wheel-drive systems includes one with a genuine
two-speed, low-range gearbox for serious adventure or towing. The Full Monty
of off-road technology keeps the Rover churning in any imaginable conditions:
Hill descent and hill start controls, gradient release control, even an off-road
information screen and camera views to keep the Sport on the straight and
narrow. The four-corner air suspension, at full inhale, lifts the Sport to a 10.9-
inch ground clearance — more than a Jeep Wrangler. That suspension can raise
or lower the Sport over seven inches of travel, including a hunkered-down
height for loading, and a pair of tiptoeing emergency heights to unstick the Sport
from an obstacle. Descending the steepest, gut-check mountain trails above Half
Moon Bay was as easy as popping the Rover into first gear and letting hill
descent control automatically ease the Sport to the bottom. If that’s too boring,
skilled off-roaders can left-foot brake to their heart’s content.
Naturally, Land Rover affirms that manyowners will recruit the Sport for their
own expeditions. Our hunch is that for most Sport buyers, the highest degree of
difficulty will involve a bumpy meadow or two-track dirt road, or for northern
buyers, the occasional blizzard, all of which the Rover will dispatch with a
yawn. The point is that, while this SUV performs heroically in the wild, most
buyers will judge the Range Rover Sport on how well it performs on pavement.
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Abu Dhabi Film Festival: Record
number of Arab World Premieres

ABU DHABI –A record number of Arab films will have their World Pre-
miere at the seventh edition of the Abu Dhabi Film Festival. In all competi-
tive sections of the Festival, Arab produced films will compete against the
best new films from around the world. In addition, audiences can look for-
ward to a Special Programme dedicated to renowned Arab filmmakers
which revisits the debut features of nine great directors.
Ali Al Jabri, director of the Abu Dhabi Film Festival, says: “At ADFF we
make a point of having Arab cinema compete head-to-head with interna-
tional films. This is why we show Arab films alongside international pro-
ductions in the main competitions. As well as bringing the best of world cin-
ema to the UAE, it’s our mission to show the world the best of Arab cinema.
This is arguably the best year yet. Due to the work of several funding insti-
tutions in the region like SANAD, projects have had a workable industry
budget and a long, carefully planned preparation period which has allowed
film makers to fully develop their ideas.”

Two World Premieres of Arab produced films feature in the SHOWCASE
section of the Festival. ADFF is proud to host of the premiere of the long-
awaited UAE production DJINN, directed by American Tobe Hooper (Texas
Chainsaw Massacre, 1974), which was produced by Abu Dhabi-based com-
pany ImageNation. For the World Premiere of PEACE AFTER MAR-
RIAGE by Ghazi Albulivi and Bandar Albuliwi, ADFF is excited to wel-
come back acclaimed actress Hiam Abbass, who will also receive a Black
Pearl Career Achievement Award at the Festival for her outstanding body of
work.

The Documentary Feature Competition includes four Arab films, all of them
World Premieres: HANGING DATES UNDER ALEPPO’S CITADEL
directed by Mohammad Soueid from Lebanon, CAIRO DRIVE by Egyptian
Director Sherief Elkatsha, EL GORT (Jamal al-barrouta) directed by Hamza
Ouni from Tunisia and WHISPERS OF THE CITIES (Hams al-mudan) by
Iraqi director Kasim Abid.

The New Horizons Competition includes the World Premiere of VILLA 69,
the debut feature from Egyptian director Ayten Amin, which was supported
by SANAD. Iraqi-Kurdish director Hisham Zaman returns to ADFF with
BEFORE SNOWFALL. Like Ayten Amin, Zaman has previously competed
in the Short Film Competition at ADFF and won the Black Pearl Award
with BAWKE in 2007. Other Arab produced films in New Horizons are
GIRAFFADA, directed by Palestinian Rani Massalha, which premiered in
Toronto this year, along with the noir drama BASTARDO by Tunisian
director Nejib Belkadhi. Abu Dhabi is the first audience to see BASTARDO
since its World Premiere in Toronto.

In the Narrative Feature Competition, four out of 15 productions originate in
the Middle East, among them Hiner Saleem’s MY SWEET PEPPER
LAND, which, after receiving SANAD funding, screened in Un Certain
Regard at Cannes earlier this year, and RAGS AND TATTERS by Egyptian
Ahmad Abdallah which premiered in Toronto last month. Mohamed Jabarah
Al-Daradji, who won the Variety Middle East Filmmaker of the Year Award
in 2010, presents his new feature IN THE SANDS OF BABYLON as a
World Premiere in Abu Dhabi.

Also in the Narrative Competition, Algerian Merzak Allouache shows THE
ROOFTOPS, the only Arab film to screen in international competition this
year at the Venice Film Festival. Merzak Allouache is this year’s recipient of
the Variety Middle East Filmmaker of the Year Award. He is considered one
of Algeria’s most important living directors. In addition to the Middle East
Premiere of THE ROOFTOPS, the Festival will also screen his debut fea-
ture OMAR GATLATO (1974) as part of this year’s Special Programme
“Debut Films by Arab Filmmakers”. The first films of nine iconic Arab
filmmakers will be screened as part of programme, including Radwan El
Kashef’s DATE WINE, LE GRAND VOYAGE by Ismael Ferroukhi, Férid
Boughedir’s HALFAOUINE: BOY OF THE TERRACES, WEST BEIRUT
by Ziad Doueiri and Mufida Tlatli’s THE SILENCES OF THE PALACE.

The Abu Dhabi Film Festival opens
on October 24, 2013 and ends on

November 2.
Wadih al-Safi, giant of Lebanese music, dies at age of 92
BEIRUT - Wadih al-Safi, a Lebanese music legend renowned throughout
the Arab world for his singing talent, has died at the age of 92, the official
National News Agency reported.
He passed away on Friday night, Lebanon's NNA said.

"He was with his son in Mansouriya (near Beirut) when he began to feel
unwell... He was immediately taken to hospital, where he died," NNA said.

Safi was often referred to as the "voice of Lebanon" and belonged to a
golden age for music in his country and the wider Arab world, along with
Lebanese diva Fairuz.

He held Lebanese, French and Brazilian nationality, and contributed to the
revitalisation of Lebanon's music, a movement led by the Rahbani brothers.

He was much admired by his contemporaries, with the great Egyptian com-
poser and singer Mohamed Abdel Wahab once marvelling "it is impossible
that someone should be endowed with such a voice."

With a catalogue of some 3,000 songs, Safi was best known for popular and
folk themes in his music, but also sang Lebanese and Arabic poetry.

He was married with four sons and two daughters.
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YEMEN’S MASS
WEDDING EXPECTED

TO BECOME A 
GUINNESS WORLD

RECORD

SANA’A, Oct. 30 - A mass wedding scheduled for
Thursday in Sana’a is expected to make the Guinness
Book of World Records. 
Two thousand Yemeni couples from across the country
are expected to tie the knot in a large ceremony, orga-
nized by the Orphans’ Development Foundation. 
According to the foundation, representatives of Guin-
ness Book of World Records will be arriving in
Yemen on Wednesday night to document the cere-
mony as one of the largest communal weddings in the
world.
The event assists orphaned individuals without family,
who otherwise would not be able to afford a cere-
mony.  “To date, several mass weddings have been
held, but this is the biggest one for orphans world-
wide,” said Khatab Al-Hemyari, the foundation’s pub-
lic relation officer. He said the foundation has already
submitted all the required documents to the Guinness
World Record organization and asked them to include
the Sana’a wedding in their famous book, adding that
the Guinness administration agreed and will announce
the event on Thursday.
According to Al-Hemyari, the former Emir of Qatar
Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa has personally funded the
mass wedding, indicating that it is the first time Qatar
is sponsoring such a project in Yemen.
The organizer targeted the parent-less community
because they are often in need of support, particularly
given the current economic situation, the foundation
said.  Ahmed Mohammed Al-Sedra, a 28-year-old
groom participating in the mass wedding, said, “I’m
not able to get married as my father died 12-years-
ago, and I don’t have a reliable source of income
because I work in the construction sector and receive a
low daily wage.”  “I registered at the foundation two
years ago and they requested proof that I hadn’t been
married before or that I don’t have a family,” said Al-
Sedra. “A month ago I was notified that the wedding
is scheduled for Oct. 31 and received YR150,000
($700) as well as clothes from the foundation.”  So
far, about 5,500 couples have been married in the four
previous rounds of mass weddings in Yemen, all orga-

Sister of Qatar's Emir:
Most influential buyer of

art in world

LONDON - The sister of the Emir of Qatar was named
the most influential figure in the art world in a "power
list" published by Britain's ArtReview magazine on
Thursday.
Sheikha Al-Mayassa bint Hamad al-Thani has around
$1 billion a year to spend on art as head of the Qatar
Museums Authority (QMA), according to ArtReview --
30 times more than New York's Museum of Modern
Art. "No wonder, then, that whenever Sheikha Al-
Mayassa is in town, everyone from government minis-
ters to mayors queue up to pay their respects," the mag-
azine said as it published its annual "Power 100" rank-
ing. China's Ai Weiwei, who topped the list last year, is
the highest-ranked artist for 2013, coming in ninth
place. But Sheikha Al-Mayassa, who climbed the list
after coming in 11th place last year, came first because
of her "sheer buying power", ArtReview said.
The QMA bought French post-impressionist Paul
Cezanne's masterpiece "The Card Players" for $250
million last year, making it the most expensive painting
sold to date.
"If and when Doha finds it has bought enough art,
there's going to be a hole in the market that no one else
can fill," ArtReview said.
The wealthy Gulf state, which has just 1.5 million
inhabitants, is trying to establish itself as the region's
cultural hub.
It runs several museums and galleries in Qatar includ-
ing the Museum of Islamic Art, the largest of its kind in
the region. German-born art dealer David Zwirner,
who owns galleries in New York, came in second
place in ArtReview's 2013 ranking while Swiss dealer
Iwan Wirth came third.
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